Greetings,

We hope that you enjoyed the holiday season and are off to a great start in 2017!

We’re pleased to provide you with some of the latest **Prostate Cancer News You Can Use**. Titles of recent news articles are listed below followed by a link to the Us TOO web page that provides access to the full text.

**Thank you to everyone who donated to the Us TOO Hope for the Holidays fundraising campaign**, which helps Us TOO provide educational resources and support services to the prostate cancer community at no charge. There’s power in having the knowledge to make informed decisions on prostate cancer testing, treatment options and management of side effects. Knowledge is also the foundation for confidence and hope. **To read inspirational quotes of holiday hope from the prostate cancer community, CLICK HERE.**

**NEWS YOU CAN USE ARTICLES:**

Headlines for this month’s prostate cancer News You Can Use articles are as follows. **Links to the full text of each article are available at:** [http://www.ustoo.org/Prostate_Cancer_News.asp](http://www.ustoo.org/Prostate_Cancer_News.asp)

- How should patients be **monitored for prostate cancer** after a negative biopsy?
- How high and lows in **testosterone** levels 'shock' prostate cancer cells to death
- Studies from School of Medicine Update Current Data on Prostate Cancer (Systems Medicine Approaches to **Improving Understanding, Treatment**, and...)
- Researchers from University of Wisconsin Discuss Findings in Prostate Cancer (**Immunotherapy** for Prostate Cancer: False Promises or True Hope?)
- Researchers from Vancouver Prostate Center Detail New Studies and Findings in the Area of Prostate Cancer (**Liquid biopsy**: ready to guide therapy in...)
- Reports Outline Prostate Cancer Study Findings from University of Helsinki (**Alcohol intake**, drinking patterns, and prostate cancer risk and...)
- Researchers from University of Bristol Describe Findings in Prostate Specific Antigen (**patterns in US and European...**
- Studies from University of Pittsburgh in the Area of Prostate Cancer Reported (Association of Functional Status and Treatment Choice Among **Older Men**...)
- Studies from Kyushu University Yield New Data on Prostate Cancer (Co-introduction of a steroid with docetaxel **chemotherapy** for metastatic...)
- Reports by L. Gallo and Co-Researchers Describe Recent Advances in Prostate...
Cancer (The Effect of a Pure Anti-inflammatory Therapy on Reducing...)

• New Data from La Trobe University Illuminate Findings in Prostate Cancer (Which coping strategies can predict beneficial feelings associated with...)

• Findings from Arizona State University Provides New Data about Prostate Cancer (Mathematical Models of Androgen Resistance in Prostate Cancer...)

• New Prostate Cancer Study Results Reported from Johns Hopkins University (Detection of aggressive prostate cancer associated glycoproteins in urine...)

• Studies in the Area of Prostate Cancer Reported from Far Eastern Memorial Hospital (Increased Fall Risk in Patients Receiving Androgen Deprivation...)

• Researchers from Linkoping University Detail New Studies and Findings in the Area of Prostate Cancer (Predictors of early androgen deprivation...)

• Reports from Cleveland Clinic Add New Data to Findings in Prostate Cancer (Molecular Analysis of Low Grade Prostate Cancer Using a Genomic Classifier...)

Watch for the February 2017 issue of the Hot SHEET newsletter from Us TOO later this month.

Happy New Year! Take care, stay warm and please let us know how we can help you with prostate cancer educational resources and support services.

All the best,

Chuck & The Us TOO Team

Chuck Strand, Chief Executive Officer
Jackie Konieczka, Office Manager
Terri Likowski, Program Director - Support Group Services
Tim Mix, Communications Manager
Amy Woods, Director of Development

Us TOO International Prostate Cancer Education & Support Network
www.ustoo.org
2720 S. River Road, Suite 112, Des Plaines, IL 60018-4106

Please help fund the work of Us TOO providing educational resources and support services for the prostate cancer community at no charge.
DONATE NOW
Thank You!